
BACKGROUND
Epigenetic modification, which alters the packaging state of DNA,
has been identified as an important regulator of gene expression
and has been implicated in certain pathologies (e.g., MacBean, et
al. 2020). In Drosophila, the phenomenon of Position Effect
Variegation (PEV), in which a gene becomes epigenetically
heterochromatized to varying extents by altering its genomic
location, has been well studied and has been used to identify
modifiers of chromatin states, so called Suppressors of Variegation
and Enhancers of Variegation (e.g., Elgin and Reuter, 2013) - see
Figure 1.

The introduction of transgenes into D. melanogaster genomes that
serve as “reporters” of gene expression has been widely used to
“tag” genes that place reporter genes under their transcriptional
control. Transgene expression patterns that are temporally or
spatially restricted have been used to identify developmentally
important genes (e.g., Small and Arnosti, 2020). We have obtained
a line of flies that express a white+ transgene in a dorsal-ventral
(DV) equatorial region of the compound eye (Figure 2b), an
expression pattern that is readily observed in a white- genetic
background (C. McElwain, Loyola Marymount University). This
expression was named “Racing Stripe” (RS). Because the DV
midline is an important signaling center during development, the
study of the RS transgene is of considerable interest.

We have been conducting crosses of RS lines to wild population-
derived lines in a large-scale genetic screen for inducible epigenetic
variation. In the course of such screens, we observed several,
heritable variations in RS expression patterns, which serve as the
basis of this report.

ABSTRACT
The Drosophila melanogaster compound eye consists of an arrangement
of about 750 single eyes (ommatidia) on lateral aspects of the adult head.
Each eye consists of a dorsal and ventral set of ommatidia, separated by an
equator, with ommatidia dorsal to the equator having photoreceptor cells
arranged in a trapezoidal pattern that is a mirror image to that of
ommatidia ventral to the equator. A line of flies has been obtained from
Dr. Catherine McElwain (Loyola Marymount University) that contains an
insertion of a white+ (w+) transgene into an as yet unmapped genomic
location on the third chromosome. The phenotype of this line is novel in
that the w+ transgene’s expression pattern, visible in a white– genetic
background and unlike most w+ transgene expressions, consists of low-
level w+ expression throughout the eye, with a much stronger expression
in the equatorial region. This phenotype has been observed to vary in
different genetic backgrounds. We have documented this variability, which
is suggestive of epigenetic modification that alters the w+ transgenes’s
expression by changing the parameters of heterochromatization in the
transgene’s genomic locale. We are currently investigating whether this
expression can be affected by mutations known to alter heterochromatin
status, Suppressors of Variegation (Su(var)s) and Enhancers of Variegation
(E(var)s). We are crossing the lines with variable w+ transgene expressions
to both Su(var)s and E(var)s stocks.

SIGNIFICANCE
The observation that the original Racing Stripe (RS) pattern of
white+ expression can be significantly altered suggests an
epigenetic basis for the observed variations. If these variations in
RS transgene expression are observed to be affected by
Suppressors and/or Enhancers of variegation, an epigenetic basis
for such variation will have been established. This would have
significant implications for understanding mechanisms of gene
regulation and would be of import in genetic engineering and
transgenesis applications such as gene therapy. The investigation
of the white+ transgene of this study may also help us identify a
gene that is important in establishing the DV midline signalling
center during eye development, which would be important in
advancing our understanding of how genes orchestrate normal
tissue development.

AIMS:
To derive lines that express heritable variations
of the white+ transgene under study and to test
the hypothesis that these variations have an
epigenetic basis.
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RESULTS
We have obtained variations of the RS w+ transgene expression pattern under study by crossing a Racing Stripe line to wild-derived lines from various geographical locations and 
have isolated lines of flies that vary from an absolute restriction of w+ expression to the equator (“Pinstripe”), to a midline stripe of red pigmentation with mottled expression in an 
otherwise pale-yellow eye (“Racing Stripe”), to a broader pattern of expression with significant mottling (“Awning Stripe”), to a distinctive, scythe-shaped pattern consisting of a 
broad equatorial band with a posterior and ventral “blade” (“Scythe”) – see Figure 2. These variations are heritable and reflect varying degrees of transgene expression. In one of 
these variants, Pinstripe, the deep pseudopupil, caused by the superposition of virtual images of photoreceptor cells in adjacent ommatidia, is readily observed (Figure 2a). Pinstripe 
white+ expression can be seen to closely align with the DV midline, the equator, revealed by the mirror image symmetry of the deep pseudopupil.  Because of the SARS Cov2 
pandemic, work on the primary goal of this project, crossing the white+ transgene variants to Su(var) and E(var) mutations and documenting any altered transgene expression, was 
delayed considerably. We are just now obtaining progeny from the crosses outlined above and are in the process of analyzing the phenotypic outcomes.

Figure 1. Example white gene expressions in Drosophila melanogaster. (a) The wild-type, dark red eye color (white+); (b) the white
phenotype (white–); (c) the white-mottled4 (wm4) phenotype, caused by placement of the white+ gene near centromeric
heterochromatin; (d) the wm4 suppressed phenotype of a Su(var) mutation; (e) the wm4 enhanced phenotype of an E(var) mutation.
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Figure 2. Heritable, variable expression of the w+ transgene under study. (a) The “Pinstripe” (PS) phenotype; (b) the original “Racing Stripe” (RS) phenotype; (c) the “Awning Stripe”
(AS) phenotype; (d) the “Scythe” (SC) phenotype, with a “handle” of a horizontal stripe and a posterior and ventral “blade” of pigment (blue arrow). In (a), note the deep pseudopupil
(red arrow) that in this view identifies the equator, the line of dorsal-ventral mirror image symmetry of photoreceptor cell arrangement. The w+ transgene expression is observed to
closely align with the equator.
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METHODS
We crossed the original RS line to multiple wild-derived wild type lines in a screen for inducible epigenetic variation. Several of these crosses
yielded the white+ transgene variants reported in Figure 2. In order to test the effects of Suppressors of variegation [Su(var)s] and Enhancers of
variegation [E(var)s] on the expression of the RS white+ transgene, the following crosses have been made (DM 600 females x stock males):

RS expression in male progeny bearing either Su(var) or E(var) mutations are compared to that in balancer chromosome bearing control males.
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Suppressor of Variegation Crosses

6883 (wm4/Y; Su(var)2-401/CyO) + DM600 (w/w; +/+; RS/+)

6235 (wm4/Y; Su(var)2-102/CyO) x DM600 (w/w; +/+; RS/+)

6233 (wm4/Y; Su(var)2-12-13 /SM1) x DM600 (w/w; +/+; RS/+)

6204 (+/Y; Su(var)3-41 /TM3) x DM600 (w/w; +/+; RS/+)

6209 (wm4/Y;  Su(var)3-91/TM3) x DM600 (w/w; +/+; RS/+)

6234 (wm4/Y; Su(var)2055/CyO) x DM600 (w/w; +/+; RS/+)

5526 (+/Y; Su(var)2-10zimp-2/CyO) x DM600 (w/w; +/+; RS/+)

Enhancer  of Variegation Crosses

4240 (wm4/Y; E(var)-71/CyO) x DM600 (w/w; +/+; RS/+)

21662 (y1w67c23; E(var)3-9DG08508/TM3 x DM600 (w/w; +/+; RS/+)

6231 (wm4; E(var)-848g/ CyO) x DM600 (w/w; +/+; RS/+)


